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B 

THE CASE FOR THE POST-EXILIC ORIGIN 

OF DEUTERONOMY 

LEWIS BAYLES PATON 
HARTFORD THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 

THE first advocate of a post-exilic date for Deuteronomy, 
so far as I know, was C. P. W. Gramberg in 1829.1 He was 

followed in 1835 by W. Vatke,1 and in 1876 by L. Seinecke.1 

Certain French critics of the school of Edouard Rel188, namely, 
G. D'Eichtal (1886),4 M. Vemes (1887),1 L. Horst (1887)1 came 
to similar conclusions. A German ally also appeared in S. A. Fries 
(1903). 7 In England the theory of the late date of Deuteronomy 
was first proposed by J. Cullen (1903)8 and R.H. Kennett (1906). • 
None of these works attracted much attention at the time of their 

1 Krilide Gucl&idau tkr Religio,uidlln du Allen Tutafflfflla, pp. xxvi, 
15.1ff., 306ff. 

1 .Oie &ligion du Allen Tutamenlu, i, pp. 504ff. 
• Oud,id,te du Volk.a Jamel, i, pp. 388ff. 
' M ilangu de critiq,u bibliq,u. 
• Um MUvelle l&ypotlaue aur la compontion du tkuteronome; Prk'8 

d' l&iatoire ;uive. 
• "E':tudes sur le deuteronome," .&we de rAiatoire du religwna: ni, 28ff.; 

xvii, If.; xviii, 320ff.; J[][jjj, 184ff.; xxvii, ll9ff. 
7 Die Ouetz.uadari/1 du Kimiga JOftlJB. 
• T/ae Book of t/ae Covenant in Moab. 
• ''The Origin of theAsronite Priesthood," .Journal of T~ Sltulie,, 

vi, IOOli, pp. 161-188; vii, 1006, pp.620--824; "The Date of Deuteronomy," 
Journal of Tl&eologiool Sludiel, vii, 1006, pp. 481-500. 
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publication, and they exerted no influence upon general critical 
opinion. 

The modem phase of the poet-exilic theory of Deuteronomy 
begins in 1920 with G. R. Berry's article on "The Code found 
in the Temple,"18 and R. H. Kennett's work on IJeulerrnwmy 
and tire Decalogue. In 1922 G. Holscher published an elaborate 
article entitled "Komposition und Ursprung des Deuterono
miums."11 He begins by determining the limits of UrdevkrMIO
mium, in substantial agreement with Steuernagel and Hempel. 
As to the date of Urdevkrorwmium, he remarks: "It grows more 
and more difficult to regard Deuteronomy as a law-book hom 
the time of Josiah, or from any period of the pre-exilic age, much 
less as an authoritative and officially recognized law-code intro
duced into the pre-exilic kingdom of Judah."11 "Deuteronomy 
originated in the same priestly circles which later showed them
selves hostile to Nehemiah.. . It was no officially introduced 
law-book, but a program of reform prepared under priestly 
auspices.''lll In 1923 Friedrich Horst published an article entitled 
"Die Anfinge des Propheten Jeremis,''I' and another entitled 
"Die Kultusreform des Konigs Josia,''U in both of which he 
enthusiastically supported Holscher's theory of the post.-exilic 
origin of Deuteronomy. "Holscher,'' he says, "on the basis of 
the study of Deuteronomy itseH, has recently propounded the 
thesis that Deuteronomy was not produced before 500, and 
practically was never put into operation. The great advantages 
of this theory for the understanding of the last stages of the 
Israelite religion and of the beginnings of Judaism are obvioue.''18 

These newer diecll88ions have attracted considerable attention, 
and have received favorable notice from a number of critics, 

11 ''The Code Found in the Temple," J BL, l<llll, 1920, pp. 44-51. 
11 Z.ATW, xi, 1922, pp. 161-266. 
11 Ibid., p. 182. 
11 Ibid., pp. 262f. 
H ZATW, xii, 1923, pp. 94-1113. 
6 ZDJIQ, lxxvii, 1923, pp. 220-238. 
6 ZDJIQ, lllvii, 1923, p. 226. 
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such as Burkitt17 and Spiegelberg.18 On the other hand, they 
have called forth vigoroUB opposition from Freed, 19 Hans Schmidt,• 
Caspari,11 Eissfeldt,11 Gressmann,111 Ki:inig,24 Elhorst,15 Sellin,• 
Nowack,27 Budde,18 J. M. P. Smith,29 and W. L. Graham.18 

The debate id being carried on with great zeal in both camps, 
so that it is fair to say that at the present moment the problem 
of the date of Deuteronomy is a very live question. 

From the nature of the case this theory BBBumes the form of 
a polemic against the current view that Deuteronomy was written 
in the seventh century B. C. This view, which has prevailed ever 
since De Wette's Dissenatio Critica in 1805, rests upon four main 
arguments: (a) Deuteronomy was unknown to the literature, 
or to the religioUB practice of Israel, before the time of Josiah; 
(b) Deuteronomy was the code found in the Temple that was the 
basis of Josiah's reformation; (c) Deuteronomy was known to Jere
miah, and to other writers after the time of Josiah; (d) the internal 
evidence shows that the code was written in the seventh century. 

17 "The Code found in the Temple," JBL, xi, 1921, pp. 186f. 
11 "Zur Datierung dee Deut.eronominms," OLZ, xxvi, 1923, col. 48lf. 
11 ''The Cone Spoken of in II King& 22-23," J BL, xi, 1921, pp. 76-80. 
11 Review of HOischer, TA. Bliilter, ii, 1923, col. 223H.; TLZ, xlviii, 

1923, cols. 289-292. 
11 "Weltreichbegebenheiten bei dem Deuteronomiaten ?" OLZ, xxvii, 

1924, cols. 8-10. 
11 Review of Horst, "Kultusreform,'' und "Anfinge dee Propheten 

Jcremia," TLZ, xlix, 1924, cols. 224f. 
• "J011ia und du Deuteronomium," ZATW, xiii, 1924, pp. 313--337. 
11 "Stimmen Ex. 20, 24 und Dtn. 12, 13f. zusammen ?" ZATW, xiii, 

1924, pp. 337-346. 
11 "Die Denteronomischen Jahreafeate," ZATW, xiii, 1924, pp.136-146. 
• OucMcllu du jiidiack-uraeliliadten V olku, i, 1924, pp. 282 ff. 
17 "Deuteronomium undRegum," Ful8cllri/t fur Marti, &Ute/I ztWZA TW, 

xli, 1925, pp. 221-231. 
11 "Das Deuteronomium und die Reform Konig Josiu," ZATW, xliv, 

1926, pp. 177 -224. 
11 ''The Recent Hiatory of Old Testament Interpretation,'' Juur. Rel., 

vi, 1920, pp. 403-424. 
ao ''The Modem Controversy about Deuteronomy," JOMr. Rel., vii, 

1927, pp. 396-418. 
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Let 118 now consider in some detail the ways in which theae 
four main arguments for the current theory of the age of Deutero
nomy are treated by the school of Gramberg. 

a) lgnoranee ol Deuteronomy before the 'lbne ol loadah.
This argument is, of course, accepted by advocates of the late 
date, only they claim that ignorance of Deuteronomy continued 
down to the time of Nehemiah. 

b) Deuteronomy w1111 the BIIIIIB ol loslah's Belorma&lon.-
2 Ki. 22-23 records that a book was found in the Temple in the 
eighteenth year of Josiah. This was endonied by the prophet.ea& 
Huldah, and was made the basis of a thoroughgoing reformation 
undertaken by Josiah. Some twenty-six clues are given as to the 
contents of this law-book. These show close correspondence with 
Deuteronomy, and with Deuteronomy only: 

2 Kings Deuteronomy 
Book of the Torah 228, 11 17 18; etc. 
Covenant 2311,a,21 17 Z; 28 419; etc. 
Torah of :Moaee 2326 l i; 31 I; etc. 
Wonla of the book 2218, l& 31 Zf 

Worship Yah-h only 22 170; 23 I 6&; 64; etc. 
Keep comm.andment.a 23 a 111; 13& 

With heart and eoul 23 I 13 ,; etc. 
Hearken to wonla 2213 18 lD; etc. 
No foreign gods 22 17b; 23 4, 11 6U; 811; llllll; 8'e. 

No star-worship 23 ,, 6, 11, 12 411; 17 a 

No Canaanite gods 23 5b, Sb, 10 718 
No high placai 23 60, So, 11 7 5; 12 z 

No idols 23 24 7 6, 26; 12 3 
No standing stones 23u 7 5; 12 a 

No Aaherim 23&, H 7 6; 12 I 

No necromancy 232' 1811b 

No ohild-eacrifice 2310 12 31; 18 10 

No temple-proetitut.ea 23 7 23 171. 

Central sanctuary 23 60, S, 13, 15, 19, Z3 12 6-H; etc. 

Priests of high plaom 23 So, I 18&-8 

P811110ver 23 21-ZI 18 6-7 

Wrath kindled 22 11, 17 ll 11 

Cunea written 2211 2920 
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Bring evil 
Provoke anger 
Astonillhment, cune 

2218 

2217 

2218 

3117, 21, 28• 

31 2Ub 

28 37 

This comparison makes it certain, if we accept the narrative 
of Kings 88 it now stands, the.t Josie.h's book we.s Deuteronomy. 
This identifice.tion is the cornerstone of De Wette's theory of 
the de.te of this book. 

It is generally conceded by the school of Gramberg the.t the 
editor of Kings intended to represent Josie.h's reformation 88 

be.sed on Deuteronomy. As Seinecke remarks: "It is e.lm.Ollt 
universe.lly 88Bumed the.t Josie.h's book we.s Deuteronomy; e.nd, 
according to the conception e.nd statements of the Second 
Book of Kings, no other book is mee.nt."31 Holscher pe.tronmngly 
remarks: "From the point of view of the Old Testament science 
of the nineteenth century the proof of this theory seemed quite 
obvious. The reforms of Josiah ce.n be explained for the mOllt 
pa.rt by the le.we of Deuteronomy; e.nd pa.rt of them ce.n be ex
plained only by Deuteronomy, pe.rticule.rly the le.w commanding 
the destruction of the high ple.ces (Dt. 12; 2 Ki. 23 s, 1e).''8 
F. Horst e.lso e.dmits: "Ase. matter of fa.ct it is difficult to deny 
the.t the ne.rre.tive of this reform, e.s we find it in the respective 
two chapters of the Book of Kings, unconditionally demands 
the eque.tionof the le.w-book there mentioned with Deuteronomy."• 
Advoce.tes of the post-exilic de.te of Deuteronomy a.re forced 
therefore to 888ert the.t the e.ccount of Josie.h's reforms in Second 
Kings is historice.lly untrustworthy. 

(I) Rejection of the Entire Narrative of 2 Kings 22-23.-The 
French school of D'Eichte.l, Vemes, e.nd L. Horst rejects the whole 
account of 2 Ki. 22-23 as an invention of the Deuteronomic 
editor of Kings. They e.rgue the.t we do not trust the Deuteronomic 
farewell address of De.vid,81 nor Solomon's Deuteronomic prayer,• 

., GucAielau, i, p. 386. 
31 ZATW, xi, 1923, p. 231. 
• ZDMG, Luvi.i, 1923, p. 221. 
.. l Ki. 2 2--4. 

u l Ki. 8 U-63, 
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nor Hezekiah's removal of the high places::3' why then should 
we trust this Deuteronomic account of Josiah's reformation? 
The whole story is a fiction of the editor of Kings, designed to 
represent Deuteronomy as a pre-exilic code, sanctioned by the 
prophets, and introduced by King Josiah. No book was discovered, 
and no reformation was undertaken. 

This drastic treatment of 2 Ki. 22-23 has the merit of seU
consistency in the rejection of all the pasmages in Kings that show 
knowledge of Deuteronomy, but it is open to the objection that 
these particular chapters 88 a whole show the marks of historical 
credibility. Holscher himseU concedes: "It must be admitted at 
the outset that this narrative in its essential elements has extra
ordinary historical value. This is shown by details which cannot 
have been invented: the euct dating of the events, all the exact 
names of the royal officials, the prophetess and her husband, the 
governor of the city and the eunuchs, and all the extraordinary 
forms of worship that Josiah removed, such as the high places 
of the satyrs, the horses of the sun, and the chariot of the sun. 
If a genuine historical tradition is not found here, then such a 
tradition is not to be found anywhere."37 

(2) Documentary Analysis of tliae Chapte,s.-German and 
English critics who maintain the post-exilic origin of Deuteronomy 
differ from the French school in regarding the main features of 
the narrative of Kings 88 historical. They accept the finding 
of a book, its endorsement by Huldah, and the reformation on 
the basis of its teaching; but they deny that this book was Deute
ronomy. They accept the reforms that were aimed at foreign 
heathenism 88 derived from an old record; but claim that these 
were not based on Deuteronomy, but on the Prophets, who, like 
Deuteronomy, condemned alien gods and their cults. Only the 
three reforms that are characteristically Deuteronomic, namely, 
the breaking down of the high places, the bringing up of the priests 
of the high places to Jerusalem, and the centralized P8880ver at 

• 2 Ki.18,. 
" Ful«Jlri/1 /Qr 0-1:el, p. 2081. 
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Jerusalem, they reject as additions made by the editor of Kings 
who wished to identify the book found by Josiah with Deutero
nomy. Thus Seinecke remarks: "The Book of Kings in the interest 
of Deuteronomy makes the prophecy (of Huldah) speak also of 
'all the words of the law' . . . The narrative of Kings is here re
modeled to adapt it to the views of a later age."31 Similarly 
Kennett says: "The account of Josiah's reforms was in all prob
ability not written for a considerable time after the events recorded. 
If in the meanwhile Deuteronomy had become the law of the 
community, the historian's account of what Josiah did would 
naturally be coloured by his conception of what a pious king 
ought to do.''38 "Arguing from the account contained in 2 Kings 
xxii. xxiii, many people have concluded that it was the Book 
of Deuteronomy itseH which was read before Josiah. It may 
indeed be conceded that the writer (or writers) of these chapters 
was acquainted with Deuteronomy, and that he supposed Josiah 
to have been familiar with it also; but even the most trustworthy 
chapters of the Book of Kings are not to be treated as though 
they were taken from the file of some Jerusalem newspaper ... 
The historian himself looked back (xxii. 25ff.) not only to Josiah's 
succeBBOrs on the throne, but also to the captivity. If therefore 
his statements are not those of an eye-witness, but of one who 
lived at least thirty-five years after the events of 621 B. C., and 
quite possibly considerably later, there is no difficulty in eupposing 
that his account of Josiah's reign, although based upon a sound 
tradition, has been coloured by the belief that Josiah as a pious 
king must have acted in accordance with the Deuteronomic law."to 

The earlier foes of the credibility of 2 Ki. 22-23 were satisfied 
with the theory that the specifically Deuteronomic features of 
these chapters were due to retouching by the editor of Kings, 
but the recent discuBBions of Holscher and Horst are more 
thoroughgoing. 

11 Op. cit., p. 387. 
11 JTS, vii, 1906, p. 491. 
'° ~II and 1M lJttalDg,u, 1920, pp. 31. 
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Holscher begins by eliminating a number of verses in theae 
chapt.ers as int.erpolstions by Rd a, the very latest edit.or of the 
Book of Kings, who lived long aft.er Nehemiah. The remainder 
he analyzes int.o two distinct documents: the first a non-Deute
ronomic source, which knows nothing of the destruction of the 
high places, or of the centrali7.ation of sacrifice at Jerusalem; 
but only the removal of Canaanit.e and Assyrian heathenism from 
the Temple. This source, strange t.o say, he identifies with E in 
the Hexat.euch and in the other hist.orical books, and claims that 
it was writt.en aft.er the fall of Jerusalem. The remainder of the 
narrative in 23 sa, u-10, u, u-n he ascribes t.o Rd who lived aft.er 
500 B. C. "These verses," he says, "contain a wholly unhistorical 
account of the destructipn of the high places, the bringing of 
their priests to Jerusalem, and the celebration of a centralized 
Passover in Jerusalem."•1 

Holecher's main argument for rejecting 2.'3 sa, u is that they 
interrupt the cont.ext.a The neighboring verses a, 1, sh, 11-u 

narrat.e only the removal of Canaanite and Assyrian heathenism 
from Jerusalem. These verses narrate the defiling of the high 
places outside of Jerusalem, and the bringing up of the priests 
of the high places to Jerusalem. It must be admitt.ed that the 
order in these verses is bad. Verse 7 belonge logically with sb and 
the two read: "And he brake down the houses of the t.emple
prostitut.esC! that were in the house of Yahweh, where the women 
wove ~n::i (1) for the Asherah ... And he brake down the high 
places of the satyrs," which were at the entrance of the gate of 
Joshua, the governor of the city, which were on the left of one 
entering the gate of the city." Verses sa and 9 belong logically 
together and read: "And he brought all the priests out of the 
cities of Judah, and he defiled the high places where the priest.a 
had burned sacrifices from Geba t.o Beersheba . . . Nevertheless 

n "Das Boch der KOnige, seine Qnellen und seine Redaetion," Ew.ia-
rulo'ioA, Fuladtri/1 /ur Gv11hl, 1923, pp. 198-213. 

u Op. cit., p. 200. 
a Read mrtpi'1 instead of Cl'lt'lpi'1. 
.. Read 1:1",plffl inatead of Cl'"IJ'llii. 
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the priests of the high places came not up to the altar of Yahweh 
in Jerusalem; but they did eat their dues46 in the midst of their 
brethren." This lack of order, however, by no means indicates 
that the defiling of the high places and the removal of their priests 
are interpolated. The removal of the high places of the 811.tyr& 
in sb might equally well be interpolated between aa and e. Hans 
Schmidt makes the interesting suggestion that sb was accidentally 
omitted by a copyist after 7 on account of the similar beginning, 
"and he brake down," and then was inserted after the writing 
of sa.441 Similar dislocations are oommon in the text of the Old 
Testament (cf.1811.. 22 s; 31 d.; Ps. 87). Even after the elimination 
of aa, e perfect logical order is not secured. Verses 4-e treat of the 
removal of Assyrian astral religion, an_d verses 11-12 return to 
this subject, but between these stands the removal of Canaanite 
heathenism in verses 1-10. The fact is, that we have no reason 
to expect perfect arrangement in excerpts from temple-chronicles 
which jotted down events in the order of oLcurrence rather than 
in the order of logic. 

That ea and u differ from the context in going outside of Jeru-
1111,lem is also not apparent. The sole purpose of these verses is 
to narrate how the priests of the high places were brought into 
Jerusalem, and how this affected the Temple-worship. Moreover, 
the destruction of the high places of the satyrs in sh, which Holscher 
accepts, carries us outside of the walls of Jerusalem. 

A further objection to these verses urged by Hi:ilscher47 is that 
the treatment of the country priests by Josiah (2 Ki. 23 ,) does 
not correspond with the command in Dt. 18 a-e. In Deuteronomy 
the Levites from the abolished high places are to be allowed to 
minister at the altar in Jerusalem, and to receive their portions 
of the 811.crifices; but in Kings they are not allowed to minister 
at the altar, although they receive the portions. The inference 
is that Josiah's law-book was not Deuteronomy. It is hard to 

.. Read perhaps n'lilQ inst.ead of n~. 
• TLZ, xlvili, 1923, col. 200. 
17 Z.ATW, El, 1922, p. 202. 
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see how this argument fits int.o Holacher's general conception. 
He holds that 2 Ki. 23 ••• • were interpolat.ed by Rd t.o repreaent 
Deuteronomy 118 in operation in the time of JOii.ah, and that they 
are hist.orically worthless. But, if Rd wished t.o identify Jolliah'1 
book with Deuteronomy, why did he not report euct obedience 
to the law on Joaiah's part? 

On the other hand, if the statements of Rd are untrustworthy, 
how can they be used t.o prove that JOlliah'1 book Wll8 not Den
teronomy? The fact is, that Deuteronomy contemplat.ed only 
occasional visits of the country Levites t.o Jerwialem, on which 
occasions they were to be allowed t.o minister at the altar of the 
Temple; but Josiah, in order t.o break up the high placea more 
effectually, adopted the drastic policy of bringing up all their 
priest.a t.o Jerusalem. This raised practical difficulties, and perhaps 
the opposition of the Zadokite priests in Jerusalem, which prevent.eel 
admission of the country Levites to ministering at the Temple
altar. The language of 2 Ki. 23 e implies, however, that this wu 
in violation of their rights: "Nevertheless, the priests of the high 
plBces came not up to the altar of Yahweh in Jerusalem, although 
they ate their dues (?) among their brethren." This indicates 
clearly that the country Levites had a legal right t.o minister 118 

well as to eat of the sacrifices. In other words, the pa8ll888 implies 
a law like that in Dt. 18 s-a. As Hans Schmidt aptly observes, 
"if Dt. 18 a were not in existence, one would simply have t.o invent 
it 118 the presupposition of 2 Ki. 23 e."&a 

The account of Josiah's centralized Pll880ver in 2Ki.2311-11 
is 8118igned by Holscher to Rd because of the mention of "this 
book of the covenant" in 11 and of the "Judges" in 11." In other 
words, the passage must be late because it shows unmistakable 
knowledge of Deuteronomy. This is simply begging the question. 

Holscher'1 linguistic argument for 888igning the Deuteronomic 
verses to a later hand than the body of the narrative is found 

11 TLZ, :dvili, 1923, col. 291; cf. H. Gresamann, Z.ATW, :dii, 11124. 
pp. 328f.; K. Budde, ZATW, :div, 1928, pp. 197f., 200-204. 

H Ful«Ari/1 fir O.Rlcel, p. 209n. 

22 
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in their use of Waw connective with the perfect instead of Waw 
consecutive with the imperfect.&o It is true that th11 construction 
occurs in several verses that Holscher &BBigns to the later hands, 
but it is not found in 23 ea, the account of the defiling of the 
high places, which Holscher gives to Rd; and it is found in 23 ab, 

the narrative of the destruction of the high places of the satyrs, 
which Holscher assigns to E. The one word rm, Holscher takes 
out of sb and gives to Rd. Evidently this is not a safe criterion 
for literary analysis. 61 

Horst, who is equally anxious with Holscher to remove the 
witneas to Deuteronomy from 2 Ki. 22-23, recognizes the ob
jections to Holscher's method. "One difficulty," he says, "stands 
in the way of Holscher's thesis, the account of 2 Ki. 22-23 with 
its alleged discovery of Deuteronomy in the year 621. Holscher's 
own solution of this difficulty, as he has already outlined it, and 
will soon present more fully, seems, judging from his brief state
ments, quite inconclusive."111 

Horst's own astonishing solution of the problem is, that 2 Ki. 
22-23 is composed out of the same two documents that are used 
in the composition of the Book of Jeremiah. He gives no complete 
table of the fractions of verses that are to be &BBigned to each 
of these sources, but contents him.sell with a summary of the 
contents of each. Source A narrates that a book was found in 
the Temple and brought to Josiah. He appealed to the Prophetess 
Huldah for advice, and she endorsed the book. "From this 
recension," says Horst, "no one can hit upon the idea that the 
book found was a law-code . . . In accordance with the entire 
character of the prophetic writer A, one can think of nothing 
else than a prophetic book that came into the hands of the king, 
and made a tremendous impression upon him. . . . The king then 
went with the inhabitants of Jerusalem into the Temple. There 
he made a covenant before Yahweh, to walk after Yahweh and 

'° 2 Ki. 23, see HOischer, Ofl• eil., pp. 209f. 
11 See H. Schmidt, TLZ, :dviii, 1923, col. 2111; Greaama.nn, ZATW, 

:dii, 1924, p. 317 n. 2. 
11 ZDMG, 1.u:vii, 1923, p. 226. 
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to keep His commandments . . . The covenant iii cert.ain1y never 
regarded by this source as a code of legally fixed enactment& 
The content of the covenant made by Josiah ia described u 'to 
walk after Yahweh and to keep his cnmmandments.' H that wu 
the content of Josiah's covenant, then we are not at all smpriaed 
to find that in the account of the king's reformation of the colt 
that follows immediately in the t.ext noth.i»g more can he claimed 
with certainty linguistically for A. Only a primitive constroctmn 
of verse , may he usigned to it: 'The King commanded t.he 
'priest' (Bic) Bilqia and the (I) second priest to bring forth out 
of the Temple the objects that were made for the Ba'al and t.he 
Astarte, and to burn them in the Valley of Kidron.' H any one 
wishes to call that a cult-reformation of Josiah, he ia welcome 
to do so. In my opinion, this older source tells 118 noth.i»g more 
about it."111 

All the rest of the narrative which tells how Josiah carried out 
a reformation on the basis of Deuteronomy come.11, according to 
Horst, from the late and historically untrustworthy source B. 
In other words, Josiah's book contained only threats, his covenant 
was only a general promiiie to he good, and he undertook no reform
ation. "This analysis of the sources," as Horst naively remarks, 
"has many advantages. First, it solves simply all the hitherto 
existing difficulties of a linguistic textual character. Further, 
all the unpleasant conclusions from the older treatment fall away 
at once. Chiefly, one comes in thia way to agreement with the 
thesiii, established by other considerations, especially those 
derived from Jeremiah, of the post-exilic origin ofDeuteronomy."11 

In opposition to this argument it may he said: (1) it depends 
on an analysis of Jeremiah which ia in the highest degree pro
blematic; (2) it makes the very improbable IIIIIIUIIlption that the 
same documents are UBed in a poetic prophetic book and in a 
prose history; (3) the alleged linguistic evidence consists of common 
words, such as "because," "in order that," "only," "city,'' "eacri-

111 Op. cit., pp. 233ff. 
"' Op. cit., p. 238. 
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fioo," that prove nothing; (4) the older source produced by thia 
Bll&lyais narrated the finding of a book without content.a, the 
establishing of a covenant without meaning, and the carrying 
through of a reformation without results. Horst has been disposed 
of so thoroughly by Gressmann111 that there is no reason to discuss 
his argument further. 

The fact is, that all attempts to eliminate Deuteronomy from 
2 Ki. 22-23 by documentary analysis are artificial. Apart from 
certain minor gl088es, the chapters are a literary unity, and must 
stand or fall as a whole. One cannot accept the finding of the 
book and the hulk of Josiah's reforms as historical, and reject 
the centralization of the cult, merely because this particular 
element cannot be explained except on the basis of Deuteronomy. 
Even those reforms of Josiah which do not involve centralization 
are just as Deuteronomic as are the reforms designed to accomplish 
centralization. The Prophet.a from Amos to Micah, of course, 
condemned foreign religion, but they did not specify the kinds 
of heathenism, particularly the forms of Assyrian star-worship, 
that were removed by Josiah. These reforms find an explicit 
basis only in the legislation of Deuteronomy. It is illogical to 
deny that these reforms were caused by the publication of Deut
eronomy, because they do not mention centralization; and to 
base on Deuteronomy the removal of the high placee, the bringing 
up of the priests, and the keeping of the P&BSOver, because they 
do mention centralization. As Budde remarks: "I must in a word 
declare my opinion that the cutting out of an E narrative from 
the story of Josiah, as well as the &SSignment of E to the post
exilic period seems to me dubious in the highest degree; and that 
the proofs of this theory are entirely le.eking. From the time of 
Manasseh onward the school of Deuteronomy writes not only 
the frame but also the contents of the narrative."118 

(3) Non-Observance of DeuJ.eronumy ofter Josiah's Ref<mnati<m.
In addition to the literary argument just discussed against the 

11 Z.ATW, :xiii, 1924, pp. 316-321. 
11 Z.ATW, xliv, 1026, pp. 19lf. 
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credibility of the narrative of centralization in 2 Ki 22-23, 
advocates of the late date of Deuteronomy adduce also the histor
ical argument, that Josiah cannot have centralu.ed worship at 
Jerusalem because the high places continued to exist after hia 
time. The prophecies of Jeremiah, the legislation of the Bolinea 
Code in Lev. 17, and the denunciations of Ezekiel, show that the 
high places continued to flourish in spite of their reported abolition. 
The Jews in Elephantine, it is said, knew nothing of Deuteronomy, 
or of its adoption in the time of Josiah, since they built a temple 
of Yahu in their city in violation of the Deuteronomic law of the 
central sanctuary. They stood in close relations with the Jews 
of Palestine; and must have known Deuteronomy, if it had been 
in existence. 17 

In reply it may be said, Holscher admits that Canaanite and 
Assyrian heathenism were removed by Josiah, yet Ezek. 8--11 
shows that it was all back again within a few years. H foreign 
idolatry and star-worship could be introduced again so easily 
after their removal, how much more readily could the ancient 
legitimate sanctuaries of Yahweh be restored. Drastic reforms 
do not at once win universal recognition. Ancient religious ways 
persist with extraordinary tenacity. H the author of Kings were 
to visit modem Palestine, he would still have occasion to lament: 
"Nevertheless, the high places are not taken away, the people 
still sacrifice and bum offerings in the high places." In spite of 
the teachings of Judaism, Christianity, JWuharoroadanism, the 
high places still exist in rural Palestine, and we may well believe 
that they BUrVived Josiah's first uttempt to extirpate them. 
History also shows us a good reason for their speedy return. The 
young king who had carried through the reformation met a 
prematnr-l death in battle with Pharaoh Necoh at Megiddo 
(2 Ki. 23 ae), and thia was popularly interpreted as a sign 
that Yahweh disapproved of the abolition of the high places, 
and that the best policy was to restore them as rapidly as 
pollllible. 

17 HOischer, ZATW, Kl, 1922, pp. 228, 253f. 
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The Jews at Elephantine violat.ed not only the law of the central 
sanctuary, but also the law of the sole worship of Yahweh. Along
side of Yahweh they worshiped two goddesses, Ashima-bethel 
and 'Anath-bethel, besides the oath-god Masgeda and the fetish 
atone l;l.aram-bethel. Even the Egyptian god &ti ie once invoked. 
li this indicates that Deut.eronomy was not in existence, it in
dicat.ee also that the Decalogue of J in Ex. 34 and E'e Book of 
the Covenant in Ex. 20 H-23 aa were not in exiet.ence, to BBY 
nothing of the teaching of all the prophets from Moses onward. 
One might just ae well argue that the Jews of Leontopolie did 
not know Deut.eronomy because Oniae IV built there a temple 
of Yahweh about 164 B. C., or that there ie no Eighteenth Amend
ment or Volstead Act because prohibition ie not perfectly enforced 
in the Unit.eel States. The argument from non-observance ie 
valid only when the non-observance is complet.e. It ie legitimate 
to argue from the complete non-observance of Deut.eronomy 
before the time of Josiah by prophets, priests, kings, and all the 
best men of the nation, that Deuteronomy WBB not in e:x:ist.ence; 
but it ie not legitimate to argue from the partial non-observance 
of the law of centralization after the time of Josiah that Deut
eronomy wae not in existence. 

(4) Emdence of the Historical Character of the Narrative of the 
Centralization of the Cul,t in 2 Ki. 22-23.-Grant.ed that 2 Ki. 22-23 
comes from the hand of the editor of Kings, this ie no reason 
for doubting its credibility. The latest event mentioned by Kings 
ie the release of Jehoiachin from prison by Amel-Marduk, King 
of Babylon, in 560 B. C." There ie not a hint in this book of 
any release of the Jews from exile, of a return to Jeruealem, of 
a rebuilding of the Temple, or of a restoration of the Jewish 
community. Kings ie a history of the decline and fall of the Is
raelite commonwealth, and not a ray of hope lights up the gloom. 
Thie shows that the composition of the book cannot be aeeigned 
to a dat.e after 500 B. C., ae Holscher propoeee, but that it belongs 
to the period of the exile before the rise of Cyrus awakened the 

11 2 Ki. 25 27-30. 
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1111ticipations of restoration cherished by Deut.ero-haiah and hill 
contemporaries. This was not more than eixty ye&r11 aft.er the 
events recorded in 2 Ki. 22-23. This is t.oo short a time for a 
saga to arise in regard to the finding ofa book in the daya ofJOBiah 
and a reformation on the basis of thia book. What the edit.or 
of Kings wrote out of his own head about the times of David and 
Solomon, perhaps even about the times of H-1riah, may well 
be literary invention; but the days of Josiah were t.oo near and 
too clear in the memory of his contemporaries for him to make 
up the story out of whole cloth. 

Besides, from the point of view of the editor of Kinga, what 
motive was there for the invention of the story of the finding of 
Deuteronomy? According to his theory, Deuteronomy was written 
by Moses, and was known to Israel from the time of Moses onward. 
David quoted it in his farewell words to Solomon; Solomon quoted 
it in his prayer at the dedication of the Temple; the early prophet& 
quoted it in their denunciations; all the lrings knew that they 
were violating its teaching in allowing the high places to remain, 
while Hezekiah removed them in obedience to its C(ffl)mands 

Consistency with this conception would have required that the 
editor of Kings should record merely that Josiah carried out the 
provieioDB of Deuteronomy; instead of which he records the 
finding of this code as something new, about which high priest 
and king were in such uncertainty that they had to consult the 
Prophetess Huldah in order to learn what to think about it. 
The discovery of Deuteronomy as a hitherto unknown book is 
really a contradiction to the representation of the editor of Kings 
that Deuteronomy was in force throughout the entire earlier 
period. Holscher saya that Rd represented Josiah as obeying 
Deuteronomy merely because he was a good king, and all good 
lrings observed this book. 11 H this was so, why then was Rd not 
satisfied with recording Josiah's obedience? Why did he replellellt 
him as finding Deuteronomy t The only reasc,n for inserting this 
story was that the finding of Deuteronomy in the eighteenth year 

19 Futaclri/1 fur Gunhl, pp. 210ff. 
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of King Josiah was a well known historical fact which Rd cou\d 
not conceal, even though it was hard to reconcile with his theory 
of the antiquity of Deuteronomy; and even though he could not 
tell how this book, which was well known down to the time of 
Hezekiah, came to be lost so completely that Hilkiah and Josiah 
did not recognize it. 

Certain details, even of the verses which narrate the central
ization of the cult by Josiah, support the credibility of the record. 
The defiling of the high places in 2 Ki. 23 8• is mentioned quite 
incidentally in connection with the account of the bringing up 
of the country priests to Jerusalem. This is not the way in which 
a deliberate fiction would be promulgated. Josiah is said to have 
defiled the high places only from Geba to Beersheba, the limits 
of the kingdom of Judah in his day. An inventor would have 
made the desecration much more extensive, as is the case 
in the obviously later verses 4c, u-20 and in the narrative of 
Chronicles. The high places of the satyrs in 8b are never men
tioned elsewhere in the Old Testament, and the satyrs only in 
Lev. 17 1. This curious detail m11St rest upon genuine historical 
knowledge. 

The lack of correspondence of Josiah's treatment of the country 
Levites in 2 Ki. 23 e with the law in Dt. 18 &-8 is also in favor 
of the historicity of the narrative. Deuteronomy granted the 
priests of the high places equal rights with the priests in Jerusalem; 
but Kings records that they were not allowed to minister at the 
altar, although they ate their portions of the sacred food. An 
inventor, who was trying to represent Deuteronomy as the code 
introduced by Josiah, would have been careful to record exact 
obedience to the law. It should be observed also that this conduct 
occupies a Iniddle position between Deuteronomy and Ezekiel: 
Deuteronomy gave the country Levites full rights, Josiah deprived 
them only of the right to Ininister at the altar. Ezekiel, followed 
byP,80 deprived them of all rights, and degraded them to the rank 
of servants who waited upon the legitimate Zadokite priests of 

11 Ezek.4410-H; Nu. 417-20, etc. 
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the Jeruealem Temple. Thia regular evolution is a strong witnell8 
for the truthfulness of the narrative of K.inga.11 

The tupW in the Valley of the Sons of Hinnom, where children 
were 11&erificed to Y abweb under the title of Me/,e/c which, according 
to 2 Ki. 23 10, Josiah defiled, is not mentioned in Deuteronomy, 
nor is the Melek-cult, but it is confirmed by Jeremiah 7 uf. and 
19 s, 11, 11f. Accordingly, this item also rests upon a II01IDd 
historical tradition. 

The account of Josiah's P8880ver in 2 Ki. 23 21-11 also bears 
the marks of genuine history. The pecoliarity of this P8880ver 
was the fact that it was celebrated at the Temple in Jerusalem. 
instead of, as hitherto, at the local sanctuaries. Such a P8880ver 
bad not been kept in the days of the Judges, or of the Kings, 
since the time when all the tribes were encamped together at 
Gilgal after the invasion of Canaan. But centralization of the 
P8880ver was the one feature of Deuteronomy's program that did 
not triumph in post-exilic Judaism. The old way, of keeping it 
as a family feast in the home, is the one prescribed by P,• and 
the one followed by the Jews ever since. Is it probable that a 
post-exilic writer would invent a celebration of the P8880ver that 
contradicted the orthodox and established practice of his day t 
Is it not more likely that this unique P8880ver was recorded simply 
because it was an historical fact t Moreover, it is obvious that 
aomething bas fallen out of the text between 2 Ki. 23 21 and 11. 

In 11 we read: "The King commanded, Keep the P8880ver;" 
in 21: "Surely there was not kept such a P8880ver from the days 
of the Judgas." Between these two statements there must once 
have stood an account of the way in which Josiah kept theP&880ver. 
Thia must have emphasized the novelty of centralization in 
accordance with Deuteronomy. Thia bas been omitted by aome 
later editor because of its contradiction to the law of P, while 
verse 28 was allowed to stand because it was not 80 obvious in 

11 Bee Budde, ZATW, mv, 1928, p. lll03; Orammann, ZATW, mi, 
1112', p.329. 

II EI. H 1-20. 
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this case that the peculiarity of .Josiah's PII.IIIIOver was its central
ization. This shows how unlikely is the fabrication of a centralized 
P8880ver by a post-exilic editor. Holscher's dismissal of this 
argument with the remark: "23 BB is obviously intended from the 
outset to be the immediate continuation of 23 21,'• is an utterly 
inadequate treatment of the problem. 

In regard to this record of Josiah's P8880ver, Budde aptly 
remarks:M "In it, after th"! detailed account of all Josiah's indivi
dual reforms, the narrative as a whole culminates. It forms the 
reconciling, harmonious conclusion after all the destruction that 
the rest of the chapter had to narrate, the necessary basis for the 
encomium of Josiah in which the original account must have 
ended."11 

(5) What Book was the Basis of Josiah's Reformation, if it was 
,wt Deuteronomy? ~tics who believe in the general historical 
credibility of 2 Ki. 22-23, but who deny that Deuteronomy was 
written before the exile, are under obligation to show, what the 
book was that was found in the eighteenth year of Josiah and 
that was the basis of hie reformation. On this point hardly any 
two members of the school of Gramberg agree. Gramberg him
sell maintains'8 that it was E's Book of the Covenant in Ex. 20 2a 

to 23 as, but this code contains no law of centralization. Vatke17 

identifies Josiah's book with the J legislation in Ex. 12 tt-H, 

BB-H, but this also does not demand centralization. Seinecke 
thinks88 that it was a brief collection of Jeremiah's prophecies, 
but this fails to explain the specific reforms of Josiah. Fries" 
identifies it with J's Book of the Covenant in Ex. 34. Cullen 
holds70 that Josiah found the prophetic exhortations of Dt. l>-11, 

u Futadlrift ftlr 0.Aiel, p. 209n . 
.. Z.4TW, :div, 1926, p. 1112. 
u See also H. Schmidt, TLZ, irlvili, 1923, col. 290; Gl'ffl&me.nn, Z.4TW, 

xiii. 1924, 330ft.; Nowack, Fulachri/1 fur Marti, 1925, p. 221i . 
.. KriliacM Oudiidlle, i, p. 306f. 
87 Die &ligioft du A. T., i, p. IIOII. 
•• Oudiidale, i, p. 387. 
11 Die OuduMcllri/1 du Kimiga Jonaa. 
•• Tle Boole of 1M OOl7ellOftC i1t Moab, pp. 13, Uif. 
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but not the code of Dt. 12-26. Kennett snggest.an that it may 
have been the code of J, or a collection of prophetic saying&. 
Berry maintains71 that Josiah's book was the Holineu Code in 
Lev. 17 -26; but Freed has shown 71 that the Holint!IIII Code depends 
on Deuteronomy, and that it by no means oovem all the reforms 
of Josiah. Holscht>r dismisseB the problem lightly with the remark: 
"If the law-book of Hilkiah the priest is not identical with Deut
eronomy, one naturally may ask, whether it is preserved in any 
other collection of laws in the Old Testament. This question, 
however, makes demands on our literary tradition which hom 
its very noture it cannot fulfil, and which for this reason ought 
not to be presented." 71 Similarly Horst observes: "One can think 
of nothing else than a prophetic book that came into the hands 
of the King and made BUch a huge impression upon him ... What pro
phetic book that may have been we are no longer able to say."73 

The problem cannot be dismiBBed in this careless fashion. Josiah's 
reformation was the most important event in the religious history 
of the period of the monarchy. It marked the partial victory 
of Prophetism and the birth of Judaism. The book on which this 
reformation was founded was the first book of the Old Testament 
to be recognized as canonical. A book of such importance and 
of such influence upon history cannot have been lost. It mUBt 
have been cherished and preserved, whatever else was allowed to 
perish. As Reuss remarks: "The narrative of the Book of Kmgs 
would present us with an unsolvable riddle, if the book that 
was found was once more lost for posterity.''71 From the time 
of Josiah onward the Old Testament writers unanimously assert 
that Josiah's book was Deuteronomy, and not a trace of any other 
book that will explain Josiah's reformation is found either in 
tradition or in the extant litemture of the Old Testament. 

n JTS, vi, 1906, p. IM; vii, 1906, p. 492. 
71 J BL, :u:nx, 1920, pp. 44--61. 
71 JBL, xi, 1921, pp. 76-80; see Budde, ZATW, idiv, 1926, p. 214. 
" Fut«Ari/1 fii.r o-&l, p. 213. 
71 ZDMO, lxvii, 1923, p. 234. 
11 OurAKAle du Allen Tula-,,,, p. 374. 
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c) Deuteronomy is known to Literature after lotdah's Be
formation.-The Books of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Deutero-lsaiah, 
Haggai and Zechariah in their present form present numerona 
and unmistakable parallels to Deuteronomy. Advocates of the 
current theory explain this fact as due to quotation of Deuteronomy 
by these writings. 

The school of Gramberg denies the validity of this argument. 
Seinecke, 77 Kennett, 78 Cullen, 79 and Berry, 80 claim that Deut
eronomy quotes Jeremiah, not Jeremiah Deuteronomy. This 
position is so difficult to maintain that Holscher and Horst resort 
to the different expedient of rejecting all the parallels to Deut
eronomy in these prophets as late interpolationa. Basing his 
analysis on the work of Duhm, but going much further, Holscher 
cuts out of the Book of Jeremiah every sentence that contains 
a suggestion of dependence on Deuteronomy, leaving only a few 
poetical oracles and a few biographical narratives; and then 
triumphantly remarks: "Jeremiah, accordingly, shows nowhere 
acquaintance with Deuteronomy." Horst analyzes the Book 
of Jeremiah into the same two sources that he finds in 2 Ki. 22-23. 
Source A dates from the time of Haggai and Zechariah. It re
presents Jeremiah's ministry as beginning after the death of 
Josiah, and it knows nothing of Deuteronomy. Source B, written 
after 500 B. C., has the purpose of remodeling source A to conform 
to Deuteronomy, and of representing it as introduced with the 
authority of the prophet. This source has no historical value. 81 

In reply to these theories it must be admitted that some of 
the prophecies of Jeremiah bear clear evidence of editorial ampli
fication; but that the amplifications are as extensive as Holscher 
and Horst &BBume, or that the original prophecies of Jeremiah 
are ignorant of Deuteronomy, is far from being established at 
present. To &BBume that everything that shows knowledge of 

"OucAidate du Volku Jarad, i, p. 386. 
" JTS, vi, 1905, p. 183; vii, 1906, pp. 48lf. 
" fle Boal: of de COllellaR.I in Moab, pp. 19ff. 
11 J BL, nxiI, 1920, p. 46. 
11 Hlllaoher,Z.ATW, xi, 1922, p.238; H<>rst,ZDMG,luvii, 1923,pp.fflff. 
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Deuteronomy is necesaarily late, simply begs the question. The 
only way to solve this problem is to continue the study of the 
linguistic, literary, historical, and theological evidences of the 
Book of Jeremiah; and to hue conclUBions in regard to it.ii com
position upon this evidence. Then, if the older parts are found to 
be ignorant of Deuteronomy, Holacher and Horst may 1ISe this 
1111 an argument against the current theory of the age of Deu~ 
eronomy; but until some degree of finality haa been reached in 
the criticism of Jeremiah, this book cannot safely be 1I8ed 1111 

proof of the non-existence of Deuteronomy. 
The Holiness Code in Lev. 17-26 is certainly known to EY.ekiel 

and, therefore, must have been written shortly before the exile. 
It contains a number of parallels with Deuteronomy. This fact 
is commonly interpreted 1111 due to quotation of Deuteronomy. 
This also is denied by the school of Gramberg. Kennett and Berry 
try to show that Deuteronomy depends upon the Holine1111 Code, 
rather than the reverse; but this effort is generally regarded 1111 

11DSUccel!llful. Holacher admits the dependence of the Holineaa 
Code on Deuteronomy, but dates the Holineas Code in the time 
of Ezra. 81 

The present form of the Book of Ezekiel shows unmistakable 
acquaintance with Deuteronomy.81 This fact is claimed by ad
herents of the current theory to indicate that Deuteronomy must 
be pre-emic. The Book of Ezekiel waa regarded 1111 J1118Udepigraphic 
by Zunz, Geiger, Wetzstein, Seinecke, and Vemes; but the vast 
majority of critics have accepted it 1111 authentic. l(olecher admits 
that the genuineness of most of the book cannot be questioned, 
but here again he applies the critical knife. II& All the passages 
that show contacts either with Deut.eronomy or the Holiness 
Code he excises 1111 later editorial insertions. The real Ezekiel, 
he says, knew nothing about centralization of the cult, and did 
not disapprove of the high places 1111 BUch, but only of heathen 

11 Op. cil., p. 2511. 
11 .I. ,., Ezek. 8 a, •. 
II ZATW, zl, 1922, pp. 239ff.; HaelMI, tlt:r Dicltu,rnddu Bwdt, 11124. 
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rites that were practised at them. The law-code in Ezekiel ~8 
is later than both Deuteronomy and the Holiness Code. It was 
not written until after the time of Ezra, and is also an interpolation 
in the Book of Ezekiel. All that can be said about this hypothesis 
is, that it is even more destitute of foundation than Holscher's 
treatment of Jeremiah, and is obviously inspired solely by the 
desire to get rid of the testimony of Ezekiel to the pre-exilic 
origin of Deuteronomy. 

In regard to the later prophets Holscher claims that Deutero
nomy is not known to the genuine Deutero-Isaiah, although it 
appears in a few gl088e8. All references to Deuteronomy in 
Haggai and 1.echariah are later additions. Deuteronomy is first 
known to Malachi and Trito-Isaiah and to the genuine parts of 
Nehemiah.85 

As to the relation of Deuteronomy to the other Old Testament 
law-codes, Holscher holds that the documents of the Hexateuch 
and of the historical books are in the main rightly analyzed by 
the present school of criticism, and that the relati1Je order in which 
the codes are arranged is also correct; that is, the legislation 
in all particulars regularly develops in the order J, E, Deuteronomy, 
the Holiness Code in Lev. 17-26, Ezekiel 40-48, and the Priestly 
Code. The ahsolut,e dating of these documents, however, in the 
current theory is wholly wroug. Since Deuteronomy belongs to 
the time of Nehemmh, the Holiness Code, Ezekiel, and the Priestly 
Code, are all later than Nehemiah. The code introduced by Ezra, 
according to Neh. 8, was not the Priestly Code. On the other 
hand, the acceptance of the entire Pentateuch by the Samaritans 
forbids the dating of the Priestly Code long after Ezra. 81 Accord
ingly, the entire legal development from Deuteronomy to the 
Priestly Code is crowded into a period of about fifty years; but 
it is most unlikely that a development involving so many radical 
changes (e.g., the dP,gradation of the Levites from the priesthood, 
the elevation of the high priest above the other priests, the addition 

.. Ibid., pp. 245-248. 
11 Ibid., pp. 233, 255. 
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of the Feaat of Trumpet.s and the Day of Atonement to the three 
annual feats of Deut.eronomy, the addition of the Bin-offering and 
the guilt-offering to the original burnt offering and l!BCrifice, and 
the vutly increased endowment of the clergy in the Priestly Code 
beyond Deut.eronomy) could have come about in BO brief an int.erval 
of time. 17 

d) The Internal Evidenee.-The school of De Wett.e claims 
that numerol18 details of the legislation of Deut.eronomy show 
that it was composed in the seventh century B. C., shortly before 
its discovery by Josiah. This claim also is denied by the school 
of Gramberg. 

Into the very elaborat.e details of this controveray there is no 
space to go here. The evidence for the cunent view is preaent.ed 
by Professor Dahl in another article in this number of the JoUBNAL. 
The answers to this evidence, and the counter-evidence of the 
school of Gramberg, will have to be left undiscn.saed for the pre
sent, except as to the one fundamental issue of Deut.eronomy's 
demand for centralizntion of BBCrifice at Jerl18alem. 

(1) Hoo-Existence of CentralizatWfl before tJie Ezile.-The claim 
is made by all the advocat.es of the lat.e dat.e of Deut.eronomy 
that centralization of sacrifice at Je?U8alem did not exist before 
the exile, consequently Deut.eronomy's demand for centrali7.ation 
cannot be pre-exilic. Gramberg formulat.ed this argument BB 

follows: "While we agree with Hen Doktor De W ett.e that historical 
occurrences of the time of Josiah were the cause of much that is 
formulat.ed in Deut.eronomy, we cannot agree with him that the 
book produced under Hezekiah and discovered under Josiah waa 
Deut.eronomy, or any part of it; because the unity of cult on which 
our book insists so strongly ... could only be enunciat.ed as law 
after Josiah's reform by a lawgiver who fee.red that the freedom 
of cult which previo118ly had exist.ed uncondemned Inight through 
slackness age.in be introduced . . . In deciding this question we 
ml18t hold fe.at to the critical principle, from which we dare not 
depart, that a law can never be promulge.t.ed until w.e.ge bas made 

17 See H. Schmidt, TLZ, x!viii, 1923, col. 291. 
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it general cll8tom, or it is demanded by some specific advantage. 
Prohibitory legislation is directed only against existing abWlell, 
or against ablllle9 that are apprehended from existing circumst.ancea, 
or from analogo\18 cases. Accordingly, the pl'e8Uppositions, or 
even individual writt.en sources of Deuteronomy, may dat.e from 
the times of Hezekiah or of Josiah; but the book it.sell, not only 
becall8e of individual traits, but becall8e of its entire spirit 
and cont.ents, cannot have been writt.en before the end of the 
exile." 88 

In a similar strain Cullen remarks: "A new law-code is U8ually 
not the instrument but the outcome of a successful revolution." 81 

Kennett also says: "The main purpose of this code is the central
ization of worship for all Israel, and the unification of Israel on 
the lines of exclusive worship of Jehovah. Since it is admitted 
that this centralization of worship mll8t be brought into connexion 
with Josiah's destruction of the high places, the first question 
to be asked.is this: Is the law of the one sanctuary as given in 
Deut. xii the call8e, or the ultimate outcome of Josiah's reform
ation?" . . . "It may indeed be claimed as an axiomatic prin
ciple in an enquiry into the origin of any code of laws, that the 
enactments of such a code mll8t have been directed towards an 
existing state of things. Sane men legislat.e for a situation in 
which legislation is not only desirable but has a reasonable chance 
of producing results, not for one which may never arise. It is 
unnecessary to elaborate this point, a mere enumeration of the 
outstanding features of the Deuteronomic law being IJUfficient 
to disprove the idea that it could have arisen in the days of 
Manasseh or He:rekiah or at an earlier date . . . In the first place 
there is a limiting of sacrifice (/or all Iwael) to the one altar, and 
the equally revolutionary enactment that the fat and blood of 
domestic animals need not be offered at the altar."'° 

11 Kriliadle Gudlicltte, pp. 86ff.; see also Maurice Vemea, Prh:ia ti' 
llistoire ,uive, 1889, pp. 488ff. 

11 Tlle Boole of Ille Oomiam ill Moab, p. 13. 
11 D,;vuronomy and l.\e Dtcalog1u, pp. 3-fl. 
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Kegel, n Oestreicher, 91 Welch,• Staerk, N Sanda,• are ., 
impreaaed with this argument based upon Deuteronomy's cen
tralu.ation of the cult, that, in order to escape the conclusion that 
Deuteronomy is poet-exilic, they adopt the drastic measure of 
denying that Deuteronomy demands centralu.ation. "Nicht 
Kulteinheit eondem Kultreinheit" ie the aim of this code. The 
Deuteronomic phrase, "the place that Yahweh will choose in 
one of thy tribes to cause hie name to dwell there," they interpret 
as meaning, not Jerusalem exclusively, but any sanctuary that 
has been consecrated by a revelation of Yahweh, as in the Book 
of the Covenant, Ex. 20 u, "in every place where I cawie my 
name to be remembered I will come to thee and bll!IIII thee." The 
impossibility of this translation of the Deuteronomic phrase from 
a purely linguistic point of view has been so thoroughly demon
strated by Konig,• Gre8811l&D.D., 17 and Budde, 18 that there is 
no need to linger on this point. If the pre-exilic origin of Deut
eronomy is to be defended at all, it cannot be by the denial that 
Deuteronomy demands centralu.ation of the cult at Jerusalem. 

A eonnder method of attacking the problem is to ecrutini7.e 
more closely the presuppositions on which the argument of the 
school of Gramberg rests. Is it true that a law cannot be given 
until an institution is established? Was it impossible to command 
centralization before the high plecee had disappeared 1 Of COllllle, 

one must admit that laws are not given in advance of needs. 
Legislation in regard to agriculture, commerce, industry, city
life, and the king, such as we find in the Book of the Covenant, 

11 IM Kvltiu-Beformawm du JOBia: IM .AIIMtlfln rm tllOdn,an Knta 
vber II &g. 22-23 mnarA btktdld, 1919. 

• Daa dnlmmomide Gn,ulguea (~ nr F~ dtrildlaer 
Ti«Jlogi~ Div, 4, 1923). See also Z.ATW, xliii, 1926, pp. 246-249. 

• ~ Cotk of lJeutav,wmy, a New Tlu.ory of illl OngiA, 1924. 
N J)aa Problem du ~lffll, 1924. 
• MOM,,/l aflll rm Pentatnd, 1924. 
• Z.ATW, :mi, 1924, pp. 337--346. 
H Z.d TW, xiii, 1924, pp. 33lf. 
11 Z.ATW, :div, 1926, pp. 184-189. See a.lao BeWIII', np,a, pp. 309ff. 

23 
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Deut.eronomy, and the Holiness Code, obviously cannot have 
been given by Moses; but is this parallel to the law of the central 
sanctuary in Deut.eronomy 1 Laws are not given in advance of 
needs, but they certainly are given in advance of general obaemince 
of their provisions. The worship of foreign gods was forbidden 
before it ceased in Israel. The Emancipation Proclamation was 
promulgated before the disappearance of slli.very from the Unit.ed 
Stat.es. The Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution and the 
Volet.ead Act were adopt.ed, not because alcoholic beverages had 
ceased to exist in America, but because a majority of the vot.ere 
thought that they ought to be abolished. In like manner laws 
forbidding the high places might well be given before disappearance 
of the high places. 

The real question is, whether 88 early as pre-exilic times there 
was a party in Judah that disapproved of the high places, and 
could have proposed a plan for abolishing them. Of the existence 
of such a party there can be no doubt. The rejection of sacrifice 
in general by the prophets of the eighth century had for its natural 
corollary the rejection of the high places at which sacrifices were 
offered. • The prophets' condemnation of confusion of Y ohweh 
with the local ba'als of Canaan involved the condemnation of 
the sanctuaries at which this syncretism exist.ed. When Amos 
said: "Come to Bethel and transgress, to Gilgol, and multiply 
tramgression;"" "Seek ye me, and ye shall live, but seek not 
Bethel, nor enter into Gilgal;"100 "They that swear by the sin 
of Samaria, and BBY: As thy god, 0 Don, liveth; and as the way 
of Beersheba liveth; they shall fall and never rise' up again,"101 

he condemned these high places, not 88 rivals to Jerusalem, but 
as seats of the ba'alized cult of Yahweh. In this condemnation 
his successors unquestionably shared. When in 701 Sennacherib 
desecrated all the local sanctuaries of Israel, and Jerusalem alone 
escaped, 88 IBBiah had predicted, the obvious inference was that 

II Am, 4,. 
110 Am. 6,-&. 
101 Am. 81'. 
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Yahweh had rejected the high places, and had "choeen Jemaalem 
out of all the tribes to cause his name to dwell there." In the 
light of this event there is no llllfficient reuon to doubt the lltate
ment of 2 Ki. 18 , that, already in the eighth century, "Hezekiah 
removed the biimolA, and broke down the ~~ebMIA, and cot 
down the 'a,hiiriiA, and broke in pieces the bronze (serpent) that 
Moses had made." Accordingly, it is not improbable that as early 
as the days of Manasseh there was a prophetic reform party that 
desired the abolition of the high places and the limitation of the 
cult to Jerusalem, and that this party formulated its demands 
in Deuteronomy.•• 

(2) lm-praclicality o/ Deuteronomy.-The further claim is made 
by the achoo} of Gramberg that the carrying out of the law of 
the central sanctuary involved a number of impractical corollaries 
that could not have been demanded in pre-exilic timea. HolBcher 
expressea himaeH thua: "The chief peculiarity of the Deuteionom.ic 
legislation is its idea of the centralir.ation of the cult. In accordance 
with this point of view, the author has tried t.o remodel the old 
traditional legislation; one cannot conclude, however, that he 
has really BUcceeded in doing this. Almoat everywhere he has 
stuck fast in ideal demands whose execution is hardly thinkable. 
His wishes are often far removed from every consideration of 
the facts of an existing national and governmental life. Conse
quently, even those provisions in which the ideas of the ur
Deuteronomic lawgiverhimaeH come t.o expression showthem.selvea 
in a high degree impracticable; and besides, so far as we can check 
them up, they were never really put int.o operation. The later 
legislation of the Priestly Code simply ignored the impractical 
idealism of Deuteronomy . . . The idealistic character of the 
Deuteronomic legislation shows that it did not originate in the 
pre-exilic kingdom of Judah, but in a time after the fall of Jeru
aalem. The Deuteronomic law did not grow up organically out 
of the old political and social life. but is an ideal program that 
with its bold demands aeeks to master and transform reality. 

111 See Kuenen, Ht:r:auudl, p. l!llO. 
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In this respect the Deuteronomic law-book, as is well known, 
does not stand alone. The law of Lev. 17, and especially the 
legal program in Ezek. 40ff., are similarly idealistic. The Deut
eronomic law-book belongs in the period of these legislative propo
sals . . . When the 'm888ianic' restoration of Israel comes, then 
perhaps the idealistic demands of this code can be realized."1CII 

The festal legislation of Dt. 16 1-17 in particular is challenged. 
Holscher, for instance, asks: "Are the pilgrimages to Jerusalem 
at all possible, which are required even of those who live far 
away, when they bring their holy things and their vows, and on 
which they must be accompanied by their entire families and 
servant.,? At all the three great feasts the entire population of 
the land is required to repair to Jerusalem. They are obliged to 
take along, not only all the members of the family, but also 
the male and the female slaves, and even the Levites, aliens, 
widows, and orphans. There remains literally nobody at home, 
and one cannot help asking, Who takes care of the minor children, 
or who attends to the cattle ? Especially when, as in the case 
of the Feast of Tabernacles, a seven-day stay in Jerusalem is 
demanded . . . It is supposed that the population of Judah 
before the exile was about 120,000; all these people must appear 
at once 'before Yahweh,' that is, in the court of the Temple in 
Jerusalem, to celebrate their sacrificial meals. Imagine the multi
tude of victims that would then have been slaughtered simnl
taneously in the Temple. In all this I cannot see any picture of 
reality. "1°' 

This argument reads into Deuteronomy more than is justified 
by a natural interpretation of its language. The old Book of the 
Covenant had prescribed, "Three times in the year all thy maka 
shall appear before Yahweh." This law the author of Deuteronomy 
wished to preserve, as far as was possible under the new conditions 
of the central sanctuary. Accordingly, he repeated it in 16 18 

with the addition, "in the place which Yahweh shall choose." 

lD ZATW, xi, 1922, PP· 227-230. 
IN Op, ct/., p. 182, 
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It is hardly likely that, under the more dilfieult new conditions, 
he wished to make the law more stringent than it had been in 
the Book of the Covenant. Holscher BSBigne this verse to the lat.er 
editor, but why should this editor have demanded that only the 
males should come, if the original Deuteronomy had insisted that 
every Israelite should be present? The PB11110ver law in 16 t-9, 

6-7 says only, "Thou shalt sacrifice the P1111110ver ... in the place 
that Yahweh shall choose . . . Thou shalt roast and eat it in the 
place which Yahweh thy God shall chooee, and thou shalt turn 
in the morning and go unto thy tents." Here alBo only the male 
Israelite is contemplated. Holscher assumes that the attendance 
of the entire family in Jerusalem at P88110ver is desired in Dt.16 t-l!, 

88 is specified in the case of the Feast of Weeks and also of Taber
nacles (Dt. 16 11, u), but this is by no means certain. In view 
of these facts it is apparent that the statements in veraea 11, u 
about the whole family being present are counsels of perfection. 
The lawgiver wishes the head of the hoUBe, 88 far 88 poeaible, to 
bring his family with him to the feast; but he does not give a 
categorical command, and he does not provide any penalty for 
those who stay away. The requirement is the same 88 in later 
Judaism and in Muhammadanism, where the pilgrimage is regarded 
as highly desirable for all who can make it; but is not considered 
obligatory upon everybody.•• 

Elhorst regards it 88 probable that only the primitive nomadic 
Feast of P88110ver stood in Urdeuteronomium, and that the agri
cultural festivals, Unleavened Bread, Feast of Weeks, and Taber
nacles, were discarded by it on account of their 8880Ciation with 
the Canaanite high places; but that they were 1111hllequently 
inserted by a later editor.1111 This view is approved by Nowack,187 

and is favorably mentioned by Budde. 1111 If this be true, then 
the mention of the entire family, which is absent Crom the P88110ver 

1• See Lilhr, Daa .Dt:uleroRonaium, 1925, p. 181; Budde, op. eil., pp. 181 ff. 
1• Z.A.TW, xiii, 1924, pp.138-1". 
117 Futad&rift /ilr .Marti, p. 226. 
181 Op. cit., p. 182. 
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law, did not stand in the original Deuteronomy, and no concluaion 
in regard to the age of the code can be based upon this phenomenon. 

Another impractical consequence of the centralization of 
BBCrifice is the demand that the annual tithe and the triennial 
tithe for the poor shall be brought up to Jerusalem (Dt.1411--u)181. 

Equally impractical is the requirement that the firstlin.ga of all 
clean animals shall be brought to Jerusalem for sacrifice (Dt. 
16 tB---18).118 These laws, it is claimed, are so difficult of ellecution 
that it is inconceivable that they should have been propounded 
by a pre-elrilic reformer. 

Still another impractical consequence of centralization is the 
requirement that the Levites of the abolished high places shall 
have the right to come to Jerusalem and minister there at the 
altar, and to eat of the holy things (Dt. 18 o--s). Gramberg 
already found this demand impossible before the exile.111 Kennett 
remarks: "It is BUrely improbable that in the days of Josiah, 
or earlier, provision would have been made by Judaean legislators 
for the C88e of a Levite coming from North Israel. "W "The 
outstanding features of the Deuteronomic law ... disprove the 
idea that it could have arisen in the days of Man888Ch or Hezekiah, 
or at an earlier date . . . It is insisted that, inasmuch 88 the Levites 
have no share in the land of the village communities, they are 
to be provided for, not only out of the sacrificial offerings, but 
by charity (xviii. 2ff., cf. :xii. 12, xiv. 27, 29). It is specially 
enacted that a Levite from any \J8rl of Israel may come to the 
central BBDctuary, and that his brother Levites there are to 
receive him 88 an equal (Deut. xviii. 6--8)."113 Holscher likewise 
asks: "Can the interest in the country Levites which is so much 
in evidence throughout this law-book really be ascribed to the 
Zadokites of Jerusalem 1" "The Levitical priesthood of Jerusalem 

111 Edouard ReD88, L'l&wwire 11Ginu el la loi, ii, 1897, p. 307, n. I; Hlllacher, 
ZA TW, xi, 11122, pp. 183ff. 

111 Holscher, op. cit., p. 188. 
w Op. cit., p. 87. 
111 JTB, vii, 1006, p. 488. 
Ill Devtmmomy afld Ille~ pp. 5-7. 
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(after the exile) feels its solidarity with the Levit.es in the villagm; 
these Levites also still belong to the general guild of the cleigy, 
although they aacrifice no longer at the high places; aod 
accordingly, the lawgiver urges incessantly that theae country 
Levites shall not be deprived of their incomes or privileges, aod 
that they shall be granted the right of sacrificing in Jerwialem."11' 

In reply to all these considerations it may be Baid, that equally, 
or even more impractical ideals, were cherished by the early codes 
and by the pre-exilic prophets. The extermination of the Canaanites, 
for instance, was enjoined by the oldest Hebrew legialation;llli 
but this was always impossible, and no serioUB attempt was made 
to carry it out. The complete abolition of aacrifice and holy days 
was demanded by the pre-exilic prophets.11& This was far le&B 
practicable than the Deuteronomic ideal of limitation of sacrifice 
and holy days to Jerusalem. The carrying out of the prophets' 
demand would have meant the overturning of all existing forms 
of religion, since for early Israel, as for all antiquity, religion 
expressed itself mainly in ritual. The nation as a whole was 
incapable of accepting and carrying out the prophetic program. 
as is shown by the Deuteronomic compromise, the Priestly Code, 
and the history of Judaism. The ideal that religion is righteo111111e88, 
not ritual, is not yet accepted even in modem Judaism and in 
Christiauity; yet the Prophets dared to proclaim it, in spite 
of its evident impracticability. Is it then impossible that the pro
phetically minded author of Deuteronomy, while abandoning 
the thoroughgoing prophetic demand for the abolition of 11BCrifice, 
should have proposed the less strenuous ideal of the abolition 
of sacrifice at the high places, and its limitation to Jerusalem 
only 1 This at least might have seemed practicable in pre-exilic 
tiin• 117 es. 

11' ZATW, id, 1922, pp.182, ffl. 
, .. Ex. 23 H, so, n. 
111 Am. -& ,-a; 5 21-16; Hoa. 8 e; 811; J-. l 11-11; 221-u; Mic. 8 e-a; 

Jer. 8 10; 7 11-12. 
117 See Greeamann, ZATW, xiii, 1112", p. 336; H. Schmidt, TLZ, mill, 

1923, col. 291; J. M. P. Smith, Jnr. Rd., 'ri, 1918, p. '811. 
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As Budde observes, "It is a fundamental and serio118 fault of 
the thoroughgoing discWlllion of Holscher, that again and again 
he follows the lead of De W ette in r.alling and in treating Deut
eronomy as an official law for the state, 'an authoritative and 
officially recognized law-code introduced into the kingdom of 
Judah,' and that, in accordance with this view, he speus con
tinually of the 'law-giver,' and of 'his demands.' Deuteronomy 
is not a law-book, though it is called m,n;, 'il)D, but it is a 'J>f'OfJf'Gffl. 
Holscher himself recognizes this in other places (e. g., ZATW, 
xi, 1922, pp. 229, 253) ... Deuteronomy was preserved for us, 
not because it presented the codified law as it existed in the time 
of Josiah, but as the testament of Moses, as the farewell address 
in which for all time to come he sought to warn his people to 
regulate all its affairs in accord with the will of Yahweh, to make 
laws for itself through which it should continue to live and to 
prosper.)"111 "The original form (of Deuteronomy) which embodies 
its characteristic idea does not belong to the priesthood . . . This 
conception is today a great heresy; so far as I know, all the recent 
disc118sers of the question without exception contend for the 
priestly origin of the book. How little people today think that 
they have to take account of the view of Wellhausen, Marti, and 
myself, for instance, that Deuteronomy is essentially a prophetic 
work, is shown best by Holscher'e treatment, who dismisses this 
view (p. 165) with the two words between clashes, 'not 
prophetic'.''111 Even granting the impractical idealism of Deut
eronomy, one cannot help asking, whether this idealism was any 
more practical in post-exilictimesthan in pre-ex:ilic times. Holscher. 
as Budde remarks, "whenever he thinks that he can prove an 
'idealistic attitude' in the supposedly 'authoritative and officially 
recognized law-book for the state,' is ready at once to assign 
it to the period after the exile. This period has for him the value 
of a mystical fourth dimension in which all things are possible. "110 

u■ Z.ATW, :div, 1926, p. 180, cf. p. !06. 
UI Ibid., p. 219. 
uo Ibid., p. 207. 
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In post-exilic times, the children of the captivity in Babylonia 
and the Diaspora in other lands had to be considered. It wu 
impractical for these people to come to Je11111&lem. Other sanctuaries 
had been established by the scattered Jews, BUch u that at 
Elephantine; and synagogue-worship had begon to grow up u 
a substitute for Temple-worship. H legislation always reflect.a 
existing practice, would it not have been natun.l for a poat
exilic lawgiver to make room in his system for worship away 
from Jel'UB&lem? It iB inconceivable that BO difficult a program 
as centralization could have been attempted in poat-exilic times, 
unless it had been inherited from pre-exilic times. POllt-ex:ilic 
Judaism was not characterized by originality, but by the desire 
to discover and to reproduce the custoDl8 of the forefathers. 
It is contrary to all analogy to suppose that so col088&l an innovation 
as the limitation of the cult to Jerusalem was the creation of the 
post-exilic community in Palestine, or of the exiles in Babylonia; 
and it is safe to say that the idea would never have entered into 
anybody's head but for the existence of this requirement in an 
authoritative pre-exilic book BUcb as Deuteronomy.m 

Difficult as centralization of the cult was, nevertheless it 
was observed by the Jews during the entire poat-exilic period 
down to the destruction of the Temple in A. D. 70. H the legislation 
of Deuteronomy was not found impracticable after the exile, why 
should this legislation be pronounced impoBBible under the leBB 
difficult pre-exilic conditions 1m 

(3) No Polemic agaiMt HiAJh P"taces. Holscher argnes further 
that Deuteronomy does not polemize against the high placea, 
as it must have done, if centralization of the cult bad b.--en an 
innovation. I quote his language: "Down to Josiah's time the 
sanctuaries outside of J el'UB&lem were regarded BB legitimate. 
Would not a lawgiver, who for the first time contested their 
legitimacy and BBserted the sole legitimacy of the sanctuary at 
J el'UB&lem,have polemized more clearly against the local sanctuaries ! 

w Bee Nowack, Ful«Ari/1 fvr 11am, p. !M; Budde, op. eit., p. 223. 
m Kllnig, Z..4TW, xiii, lffl, p. 3'2. 
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Instead of this our lawgiver speaks only incidentally and indirectly 
about them as 'every place that thou seest' (12 u). He shows 
110 animOBity against them, demands nowhere their desecration 
or destruction. His words do not sound at all as if he needed 
any longer to fight for recognition of his fundamental principle 
by his readers. He a8111111les as established that Yahweh has 
chosen only a Bingle place. The thing that he attacks ill the practice 
that still exists in larger or smaller circles of offering burnt offerings 
elsewhere, or of consuming the tithes, firstlings, etc., in the vill
ages."111 "The cause of the fall of the old state was traruigression 
of the law, especially worship st the old Canaanite sanctuaries 
of the land, which the author regards as idolatry and heathen 
abomination. For the Jerusalem priests from whose Inidst this 
law issued there was only one sanctuary of Yahweh, the Temple 
on Zion. It ill no new doctrine that the lawgiver wishes to introduce 
to his readers for the first time; he demands nowhere the 'removal' 
of the high places, but propounds only that which in hill circle 
we.s regarded as self-evident, that there was only one central 
sanctuary chosen by Yahweh, that all sacrifices should be offered 
there, all tithes and firstlinge be consumed there, and all feasts 
celebrated there."111 

It ill very doubtful whether these statements are in accord 
with the facts in the case. In Dt. 12 s-1 we read: "Ye shall surely 
destroy all the places wherein the nations that ye shall dispossess 
served their gods . . . Ye shall not do so unto Yahweh your God; 
but unto the place which Yahweh your God shall choose out of 
all your tribes to put his name there, even unto his habitation 
shall ye seek;" and in Dt. 12 e-u: "Ye shall not do after all 
the things that we do here this day, every man whatsoever ill 
right in his own eyes ... but to the place which Yahweh your 
God shall choose to cause his name to dwell there, thither shall 
ye bring all that I command you." Here ill unquestionable poleinic 
against existing high places, but Holscher escapes this difficulty 

, .. Z.ATW, xi, 1922, p. 182. 
111 /bid., p. 229. 
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by Mrigning these pwages to the lat.er edit.or of Dent.eronomy. 
It is hard to see, however, why the later editor should have 
introduced this polemic against non-aistent high places when, 
ez hypotl,ui, Unleuterorwmium found it un.neceau.ry t.o attack them. 

Dt. 12 iaf., acconling t.o Holscher, belongs t.o Unleutenmm,n.,,_ 
This reads: "Take heed to thyaeH that thou offer not thy burnt 
offerings in everyplacethatthouseesf, but in the place which Yahweh 
thy God shall chooee in all thy tribes, there thou Bhalt offer thy 
burnt offerings." Dt. 12 11f. also belongs t.o Unleuterortonritlffl: 
"Thou mayest not eat within thy gates the tithes ... but thou 
shalt eat them before Yahweh thy God in the place which Yahweh 
thy God shallchooee." Dt.16 &f. also is MBigned t.oU nleuterOJIOffl1tmt: 
"Thou mayest not sacrifice the P1111110ver within any of thy gates. •. 
but at the place which Yahweh thy God shall chooee." Here 
is a clear attack upon existing sacrifice in the high places. Holacher 
does not do justice to these passages when he diADJi88es them 
with the casual remark quoted above: "He (the author of Ur
ikuterorwmium) aesumes as established that Yahweh has choaen 
only a single place. The thing that he attacks is the practice 
that still exists in smaller or larger circles of offering burnt 
offerings elsewhere, or of consuming the tithes, firstlings, de., in 
the villages.''UII The frequent and labored repetition of the for
mula, "the place which Yahweh thy God Bhall chooee out of all 
thy tribe!! t.o cause his name to dwell there, even his habitation," 
shows that the high places were anything but negligible quantities. 
P shows the genuine post-exilic standpoint in quietly ignoring 
the high places. The totally different attitude of Deuteronomy 
is the best evidence that it is not post-exilic.m 

The conclusion to which one comes, accordingly, is that the 
advocates of the post-exilio date of Deuteronomy fail to refute 
the argument.a of the school uf De W ette for it.a origin in the aeventh 
century B. C., and fail to produce any convincing evidence of 
it.a origin in the fifth century. 

m Jlwl., p. 18!. 
111 Budde. op. ll'il., I'· 207; 0-mann, op. ll'il., p. 331. 




